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AAS 10-181

ON THE STABILITY OF APPROXIMATE DISPLACED LUNAR
ORBITS

Jules Simo∗ and Colin R. McInnes†

In a prior study, a methodology was developed for computing approximate large
displaced orbits in the Earth-Moon circular restricted three-body problem (CRTBP)
by the Moon-Sail two-body problem. It was found that far from the L1 and L2
points, the approximate two-body analysis for large accelerations matches well
with the dynamics of displaced orbits in relation to the three-body problem. In
the present study, the linear stability characteristics of the families of approximate
periodic orbits are investigated.

INTRODUCTION

The design of spacecraft trajectories is a crucial task in space mission design. Solar sail technol-
ogy appears to be a promising form of advanced spacecraft propulsion which can enable exciting
new space-science mission concepts for solar system exploration and deep space observation. Al-
though solar sailing has been considered as a practical means of spacecraft propulsion only relatively
recently, the fundamental ideas are by no means new (see McInnes1 for a detailed description). A
solar sail is propelled by reflecting solar photons and therefore can transform the momentum of the
photons into a propulsive force. Solar sails can also be utilised for highly non-Keplerian orbits, such
as orbits displaced high above the ecliptic plane (see Waters and McInnes2). Solar sails are espe-
cially suited for such non-Keplerian orbits, since they can apply a propulsive force continuously. In
such trajectories, a sail can be used as a communication satellite for high latitudes. For example,
the orbital plane of the sail can be displaced above the orbital plane of the Earth, so that the sail can
stay fixed above the Earth at some distance, if the orbital periods are equal (see Forward3). Orbits
around the collinear points of the Earth-Moon system are also of great interest because their unique
positions are advantageous for several important applications in space mission design (see e.g. Sze-
behely4, Roy,5 Vonbun,6 Gómez et al.7). In recent years several authors have tried to determine
more accurate approximations (quasi-Halo orbits) of such equilibrium orbits8. These orbits were
first studied by Farquhar9, Farquhar and Kamel8, Breakwell and Brown10, Richardson11, Howell12.
If an orbit maintains visibility from Earth, a spacecraft on it (near the lunar L2 point) can be used to
provide communications between the equatorial regions of the Earth and the lunar far-side. The es-
tablishment of a bridge for radio communications is crucial for forthcoming space missions, which
plan to use the lunar poles. McInnes13 investigated a new family of displaced solar sail orbits near
the Earth-Moon libration points. Displaced orbits have more recently been developed by Ozimek et
al.14 using collocation methods for lunar south pole communications. In Baoyin and McInnes15 and
McInnes13, 16, the authors describe new orbits which are associated with artificial Lagrange points
in the Earth-Sun system. These artificial equilibria also have potential applications for future space
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physics and Earth observation missions (see Scheeres17). In McInnes and Simmons18, the authors
investigate large new families of solar sail orbits, such as Sun-centered halo-type trajectories, with
the sail executing a circular orbit of a chosen period above the ecliptic plane. We have recently in-
vestigated displaced periodic orbits at linear order in the Earth-Moon restricted three-body system,
where the third massless body is a solar sail (see Simo and McInnes19). These highly non-Keplerian
orbits are achieved using an extremely small sail acceleration. It was found that for a given dis-
placement distance above/below the Earth-Moon plane it is easier by a factor of order 3.19 to do so
at L4/L5 compared to L1/L2 - ie. for a fixed sail acceleration the displacement distance at L4/L5

is greater than that at L1/L2. In addition, displaced L4/L5 orbits are passively stable, making them
more forgiving to sail pointing errors than highly unstable orbits at L1/L2. The drawback of the
new family of orbits is the increased telecommunications path-length, particularly the Moon-L4

distance compared to the Moon-L2 distance.

The solar sail Earth-Moon problem differs greatly from the Earth-Sun system as the Sun-line
direction varies continuously in the rotating frame and the equations of motion of the sail are given
by a set of nonlinear, non-autonomous ordinary differential equations. Trajectories near the Earth-
Moon L1 and L2 points are not easily identified, such that the solar sail can enable continuous
communications with the equatorial regions of the Earth from any point on the lunar far-side. We
therefore developed an asymptotic analysis for large (a0 = 1.7 mm/s2) and small (a0 = 0.58
mm/s2) accelerations (see Simo and McInnes20). This analysis is obtained within an approximation
of large displaced orbits (a0 = 1.7 mm/s2) by the Moon-Sail two-body problem. The displaced
periodic orbits found approach the asymptotic solutions as the characteristic acceleration becomes
large. It is shown for example that, with a suitable sail attitude control program, a 4 × 104 km
displaced, out-of-plane trajectory far from the L2 with a sail acceleration of 1.7 mms−2 can be
approximated using the two-body analysis.20 This simple, two-body approximate analysis matches
with the large displaced orbits found by Ozimek et al.14 using numerical collocation methods in a
previous study. For small accelerations we use a linear approximation of the Earth-Moon three-body
problem which again matches well with Ozimek et al.14

Throughout the paper we consider the dynamics of displaced orbits in relation to an approximate
two-body Earth-Moon problem with a constant radiation pressure. The aim of the present paper is
to develop a method to study the stability of approximate displaced two-body lunar orbits to obtain
analytic insights into their stability properties. Building on earlier work of McInnes,21 an analogue
proof of stability analysis of displaced two-body lunar orbits will be derived. In order to carry out a
linear stability analysis, we then perturb the system and analyse the resulting dynamics.

METHODOLOGY

Basic Definitions

In this section, we consider the motion of a solar sail moving under the gravitational influence of
the Moon only as shown in Figure 1 (a). Such a problem is defined as the approximate Moon-Sail
two-body problem. For a large displacement, such that the sail is far from the L1 or L2 point this
provides a remarkably good approximation to the problem. The forces acting on the sail can be seen
in Figure 1 (b).

In this model, the Moon is assumed to be fixed, while the solar sail is in a rotating frame of
reference. To describe the motion of the sail, we take a reference frame rotating with the Sun-line
at angular velocity ω?, such that the origin is at the center c, as shown in Figure 1 (a). From the
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Figure 1 (a) Schematic geometry of the Moon-Sail two-body problem generating a
hover orbit displaced below Earth-Moon plane for lunar south pole communications;
(b) Representative forces.

perspective of an inertial reference frame, Figure (2) shows the Moon and the sail orbiting around
the Earth.

System Dynamics

The equation of motion of the sail in a rotating frame of reference is described by

d2r
dt2

+ 2ω? × dr
dt

+∇Ũ(r) = a, (1)

where ω? = ω?ẑ (̂z is a unit vector pointing in the direction of z) is the angular velocity vector of
the rotating frame and r is the position vector of the solar sail to the central body. This frame of
reference rotates with constant angular velocity relative to an inertial frame.

Earth

Sun− line

Moon

S

Sail

Figure 2 Schematic geometry of the Moon-Sail two-body orbiting around the Earth
(Inertial Frame).
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Figure 3 A contour plot and the vector field of the characteristic acceleration a0 =
a0(ρ, z) in the Earth-Moon system: (a) a0 = 0.58 mm/s2, (b) a0 = 1 mm/s2, (c)
a0 = 1.7 mm/s2, (d) a0 = 3 mm/s2, (e) a0 = 6 mm/s2, displaced below Earth-Moon
plane. The point A corresponds to the optimal displaced orbit.

In the rotating frame of reference, the condition for equilibrium solutions is obtained by setting
r̈ = ṙ = 0 and we have the equality

∇Ũ(r) = a, (2)

where

Ũ(r) = −
[

1
2
|ω? × r|2 +

GM

r

]
,

where M is the mass of the Moon.

By making use of a set of cylindrical polar coordinates (see Figure 1 (a)), the two-body potential
function Ũ is given by

Ũ(ρ, z;ω?) = −
[

1
2

(ω?ρ)2 +
GM

r

]
. (3)

Then, the partial derivative of the potential Ũ with respect to the position vector r = (ρ, φ, z) that
will be needed for the stability analysis in the next section are given by
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∂Ũ

∂ρ
= −ρ(ω2

? − ω̃2), (4)

∂Ũ

∂φ
= 0, (5)

∂Ũ

∂z
= zω̃2. (6)

The equations of motion of the solar sail in component form may be written in cylindrical coor-
dinates (ρ, z) as

GM

r2
cos(θ) = a0 cos2(γ) sin(γ), (7)

GM

r2
sin(θ)− ω2

?ρ = a0 cos3(γ), (8)

with cos(θ) = z
r , sin(θ) = ρ

r , where M is the mass of the Moon, G is the gravitational constant
and the distance of the solar sail from the Moon is r =

√
ρ2 + z2 so that

GMz

r3
= a0 cos2(γ) sin(γ), (9)

GMρ

r3
= a0 cos3(γ) + ω2

?ρ. (10)

Rearranging the equations (9) and (10), we obtain

tan(γ) =
z

ρ

[
1−

(
ω?
ω̃

)2]−1

, (11)

for a given (ρ,z), where

ω̃2 =
GM

r3
. (12)

Similary from equations (9) and (10), the required radiation pressure acceleration for the two-
body analysis may also be obtained as

a0(ρ, z) = cos2(γ)−1

[(
(ω̃2z)2 +

(
ω̃2ρ− ω2

?ρ

)2]1/2

. (13)

With these conditions the spacecraft appears to execute a circular orbit displaced above or below
the moon. Contours of required acceleration for a given (ρ, z) are shown in Figure 3 while the
vector field describes the required sail orientation n. The point marked A in Figure 3 represents the
optimal displaced orbit (maximum displacement) for an acceleration a0 = 1.7 mm/s2, equivalent
to the orbit investigated by Ozimek et al.14 Then, the linear stability properties of the families of
orbits will now be investigated.
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ORBIT STABILITY

Linearized system

The nonlinear equation of motion in the rotating of reference will now be linearised by adding
a pertubation σ such that r → r̄ + σ, where r̄ = (ρ̄, φ̄, z̄) corresponds to the nominal displaced
non-Keplerian orbit solution. Then, the variational equation is obtained from the nonlinear equation
of motion, Eq. (1) as

σ̈ + 2ω? × σ̇ + Λσ = 0, (14)

where

Λ =
[
∂∇Ũ
∂r

]
r=r̄
.

We define the pertubations in r̄ = (ρ̄, φ̄, z̄) as σ = (ξ, ψρ̄, η), so that Eq. (14) may be written as

 ξ̈

ρ̄ψ̈
η̈

+

 −2ω?ψ̇ρ̄
2ω?ξ̇

0

+

 λ11 0 λ12

0 0 0
λ21 0 λ22

 =

 0
0
0

 , (15)

where λ11 = Ũρρ, λ12 = Ũρz , λ21 = Ũzρ and λ22 = Ũzz . By extracting the azimuthal terms
from equation (15), it is found that

ρ̄ψ̈ + 2ω?ξ̇ = 0, (16)

ψ̈ +
2ω?
ρ̄
ξ̇ = 0, (17)

and Eq. (17) immediately integrates to

ψ̇ = −2ω?
ρ̄
ξ + C, (18)

where C is a constant of integration.

By making use of Eq. (18), the first derivative terms from Eq. (15) will be removed to enable the
variational equation to be written as

[
ξ̈
η̈

]
+
[
λ11 λ12

λ21 λ22

] [
ξ
η

]
=
[

2ω?Cρ̄
0

]
. (19)

In the following the bar notation is removed for clarity, so the matrix elements can be written as
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µ2−tr(λ)/2
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1,2

det(λ)

Figure 4. Roots of the characteristic polynomial.

λ11 = 3ω2
? + ω̃2[1− 3(ρ/r)2], (20)

λ12 = λ21 = −3ω̃2[ρz/r2], (21)

λ22 = ω̃2[1− 3(z/r)2]. (22)

Defining the transformation as

ξ = ξ
′
+

2ω?C
λ11

ρ, (23)

η = η
′
, (24)

a more familiar equation is then obtained if Eqs.(23) and (24) are substituted in the above expression
(Eq. 19) to obtain

[
ξ̈
′

η̈
′

]
+
[
λ11 λ12

λ12 λ22

][
ξ
′

η
′

]
=
[

0
0

]
. (25)

The stability characteristics of the approximate displaced two-body lunar orbits can be easily
investigated by calculating the eigenvalues of the variational equation. Therefore, the eigenvalues
may now be obtained by substituting an exponential solution of the form

[
ξ
′

η
′

]
=
[
ξ0

η0

]
exp(µt). (26)
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Substituting this solution into Eq. (25) yields a matrix equation of the form

[
µ2 + λ11 λ12

λ12 µ2 + λ22

] [
ξ0

η0

]
=
[

0
0

]
. (27)

The characteristic polynomial of the variational equation is then found to be

f(µ2) = µ4 + µ2(λ11 + λ22) + (λ11λ22 − λ2
12), (28)

and will be used to establish regions of linear stability and instability for approximate displaced two-
body lunar orbits. The stability of the orbits depends on the properties of the characteristic equation
given by Eq. (28). Thus, to guarantee nonpositive roots, and thus linear stability, it is required that
the coefficients as well as the discriminant of the quadratic in µ2 be positive. This can be shown to
be true for displaced two-body lunar orbits in the case of the discriminant. By searching for regions
with purely imaginary eigenvalues, we will determine the stability properties of displaced two-body
lunar orbits. It is required that both det(λ) = λ11λ22 − λ2

12 > 0 and tr(λ) = λ11 + λ22 > 0 for
purely imaginary eigenvalues (see Figure 4). Then, it is found that

λ11 + λ12 = 3ω2
? − ω̃2, (29)

λ11λ22 − λ2
12 = ω̃2

[
3ω2

?

(
1− 3

(
z

r

)2)
− 2ω̃2

]
. (30)

The first coefficient is strictly positive if

r > 3

√
GM

3ω2
?

. (31)
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In addition the second coefficient is strictly positive if

3ω̃2ω2
?

(
1− 3

(
z

r

)2)
− 2ω̃4 > 0. (32)

For stable two-body approximation with z = 0, we have r > 81, 360 km, which lies well beyond
the L1 point (see Figure (5)). It can be seen then that the family of approximate displaced two-
body lunar orbits is partitioned into stable and unstable groups by the conditions det(λ) > 0 and
tr(λ) > 0 as shown in Figure (5).

We note now, due to the fact that the linearization is performed, the analysis of the stability
provides only necessary conditions for stability and sufficient conditions for instability. In addition,
we note that the model is an approximation to the full three-body problem.

CONCLUSION

A previous study has shown the development of an asymptotic analysis for displaced lunar orbits.
The displaced periodic orbits found approach the asymptotic solutions as the characteristic accel-
eration becomes large. In this paper, the problem concerning the linear stability for the Moon-Sail
two-body approximation with constant radiation pressure has been investigated. A method was then
developed to study the stability of the approximate displaced two-body lunar orbits. It was found
that orbits with a large displacement are unstable.
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